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1 Introduction

Non-perturbative effects in string theory are a key ingredient in the proper understanding of
the theory, and in particular of the dynamics of compactifications to four dimensions. The
formal developments on euclidean brane instanton effects (see e.g. [2–5]), in particular D-
brane instantons in type II compactifications (or F/M-theory duals) have led to a variety of
(in some cases very explicit) applications to e.g. moduli stabilization [66–68], and generation
of perturbatively forbidden couplings [69–71].
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An important question for such non-perturbative effects is their behaviour under mo-
tion in moduli space, in particular in crossing walls of BPS stability of the underlying
D-brane instantons. The question was addressed in the 4d N = 1 context in [8] for non-
perturbative superpotentials and in [9] for multi-fermion F-terms. The physical picture is
that wall-crossing of instantons is such that the resulting 4d non-perturbative terms are
continuous across them, consistently with supersymmetry of the low energy effective action.
A related discussion was carried out in [10], for 4d N = 2 supersymmetric field theories
compactified on a circle, where continuity of non-perturbative corrections was shown to be
equivalent to the wall-crossing formula in [20].

These results can be rephrased as the statement that non-perturbative terms are in-
sensitive to the stability conditions of the underlying BPS objects. More abstractly, they
would be defined at the level of the category of holomorphic D-branes [1]. This suggests
a link, already hinted at in [8], with the topological string, whose D-branes are defined
without any stability condition. It is then natural to imagine that the topological string
captures certain D-brane instanton non-perturbative terms of the 4d physical theory. Thus,
the insensitivity of the 4d non-perturbative terms with respect to walls of BPS stability is
explained by the insensitivity of the underlying topological string theory, which computes
them.

In this paper we take some steps into fleshing out this proposal. We show that the
Gopakumar-Vafa interpretation of the topological A-model on a CY X computes D1/D(-
1)-brane instanton effects for 4d N = 2 type IIB theory on X. The argument involves the
computation of a one-loop diagram of wrapped BPS brane particles, and application of the
c-map, which effectively turns BPS particles into BPS D-brane instantons. In the D1/D(-
1) brane instanton sector, there are walls of theshold stability in which a BPS instanton
decays into several mutually BPS instantons. The continuity of the corresponding non-
perturbative effect, which microscopically requires conspiracies involving multi-instanton
processes, becomes manifest in terms of the topological string, and follows from the invari-
ance of the index for quantum BPS particle states.

The D1/D(-1) instanton sector also contains walls of marginal stability, in which the
decay products are mutually non-local. In that case, the continuity of the corresponding
non-perturbative effect is best understood in terms of the M-theory lift of the instanton,
where such a decay becomes energetically unfavorable.

We explore related results in three additional directions. First we show that the above
picture holds in certain topological string models admitting a non-perturbative definition
in terms of matrix models. Secondly, we study the extension of the above picture to 4d
N = 1 models, where threshold stability constitutes the only wall crossing phenomenon for
D-brane instantons contributing to the superpotential. Finally, we explore the prospects to
include more general (and mutually non-local) D-brane charges in the topological string,
by using the 4d-5d connection relating the GV invariants to the BPS index for D6/D2/D0-
brane particles (or D5/D1/D(-1)-brane instantons). We propose that such relation holds
in a suitable sense throughout moduli space. We also show that the topological string
includes the relevant non-perturbative effects at least in a certain linear approximation
and for a suitable charge sector.
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The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we review some ideas on the behaviour
of non-perturbative effects across walls of BPS stability of the underlying D-brane instan-
tons, and provide some examples. In section 3 we describe the connection between the
topological string and certain non-perturbative D-brane instanton effects, via use of the
c-map (section 3.1) on the GV interpretation of the topological string (section 3.2). The
implications for threshold and marginal wall crossing are considered in sections 3.3 and 3.4.
In section 4 we present an explicit computation of D1/D(-1)-brane instanton corrections
to the type IIB hypermultiplet metric, to which the above general arguments apply. In
section 5 we consider non-perturbative effects and wall crossing in examples of topological
string B-model defined in terms of matrix models, and propose a new physical interpre-
tation for matrix model instantons. In section 6 we describe mechanisms to reduce the
supersymmetry to 4d N = 1, and describe aspects of non-perturbative effects and thresh-
old wall crossing in those setups. In section 7 we describe the prospects to include more
general D-brane charges using topological strings. We discuss the inclusion of D5/D1/D(-
1)-brane instanton charges, and its implication for wall crossing of the BPS index of 4d
D6/D2/D0-brane particles (generalized Donaldson-Thomas invariants). In section 8 we
offer some concluding remarks.

During preparation of this revised version, the paper [61] appeared, which has some
overlap with section 7. It would be interesting to relate both pictures of wall crossing for
general charges.

2 Review of 4d non-perturbative effects and walls of BPS stability

2.1 Marginal stability vs. threshold stability

In this section we review the microscopic description of walls of BPS stability, and the
known results about the behaviour of non-perturbative effects across them in 4dN = 1 [8, 9]
and N = 2 theories [10].

In type II compactifications (or orientifolds thereof) on CY threefolds, the spectrum of
BPS D-branes can jump across (or at) real codimension one walls in moduli space. In our
setup these D-branes can correspond to 4d particles or 4d instantons, depending on the 4d
spacetime structure of the D-brane. It is convenient to distinguish, following [24, 25], the
concepts of threshold stability and of genuine marginal stability.

Wall of marginal stability. At a wall of marginal stability, a BPS D-brane on one side
of the wall splits into two D-branes at the wall, which misalign their BPS phases on the
other side of the wall, thus making the overall object non-BPS.

In the case of D-instantons, the real parameter ξ parametrizing the direction transverse
to the wall is a Kähler modulus in type IIB compactifications, and a complex structure
modulus in type IIA models, and couples as a Fayet-Illiopoulos (FI) term to the D-brane
worldvolume theory. This allows for a microscopic description of the D-brane system at
the wall, where the BPS D-brane is split into components [93]. For simplicity, consider a
4d N = 2 compactification, so that the worldvolume theory on the BPS D-brane system is
the dimensional reduction (to zero or one dimensions, for D-brane particles or instantons)
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of a 4d theory with four supercharges. For 4d N = 1 type II orientifolds, suitable orien-
tifold projections of the forthcoming worldvolume descriptions would lead to similar wall
structures.

Consider for concreteness a split into two components. A typical wall of marginal
stability is described by a worldvolume theory with gauge group U(1) (the relative U(1) of
the two branes) and a charged chiral multiplet φ, with charge normalized to +1, with no
superpotential, and with D-term potential

VD = ( |φ|2 + ξ )2 (2.1)

Hence for ξ = 0, we have φ = 0, and the relative U(1) and supersymmetry are unbroken,
corresponding to a BPS system of two D-branes. For ξ < 0, a vev for φ restores super-
symmetry but breaks the U(1), corresponding to a single bound BPS D-brane. For ξ > 0,
there is a non-supersymmetric minimum at φ = 0, with unbroken U(1), corresponding to a
non-BPS system of two D-branes. There is a manifest discontinuity in the spectrum of BPS
D-branes in the system. Similar walls exist with additional number of chiral multiplets,
as long as all carry equal sign charges. Hence a condition to have marginal stability walls
is that sub-objects have non-zero intersection number (or DSZ product), which counts the
(net) multiplicity of such fields.

Wall of threshold stability. At a wall of threshold stability, the BPS D-brane splits at
the wall, but the decay products recombine back into a BPS state at the other side of the
wall.

A typical wall of threshold stability is described by a theory with gauge group U(1)
and two chiral multiplets φ1, φ2 with opposite charges ±1. Hence the D-term potential
reads

VD = ( |φ1|2 − |φ2|2 + ξ )2 (2.2)

There may potentially exist a superpotential or not, depending on the model, but we need
not consider either possibility at the moment. For ξ = 0 we have a BPS system of two D-
branes, while for ξ 6= 0 the D-brane forms a single BPS bound state, regardless of the sign
of ξ. The spectrum of BPS D-branes is potentially changed only at the wall (but remains
unchanged away from it). Hence typically walls of threshold stability arise when the sub-
objects have zero intersection number (or DSZ product), leading to zero net chirality for
the modes of open strings stretched between them.

2.2 Non-perturbative effects across walls

Consider the computation of non-perturbative effects from D-brane instantons in a string
compactification. The statement that non-perturbative F-terms arise from BPS D-brane
instantons may suggest that they are discontinuous at real codimension one walls in moduli
space, in plain contradiction with supersymmetry of the 4d effective action, which requires
nice holomorphic dependence on the moduli.

This puzzle was raised in [8] and addressed in several examples [8, 9] for 4d N = 1
theories (see also [94]). The main results for D-brane instantons that contribute to the
non-perturbative superpotential are
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• BPS D-brane instantons that contribute to the superpotential must have exactly two
fermion zero modes. Thus they cannot become non-BPS, since they do not have
enough fermion zero modes for the four required Goldstinos. Hence such instantons
cannot cross walls of genuine marginal stability.

• BPS D-brane instantons that contribute to the superpotential can cross walls of
threshold stability. The decay products at the wall conspire to produce a superpo-
tential contribution in a multi-instanton process, restoring holomorphic dependence
of the superpotential on the moduli (and rendering it essentially independent of ξ).

BPS D-brane instantons not contributing to the superpotential, but to higher F-terms,
can cross walls of marginal stability and become non-BPS. The non-perturbative amplitude
is in a non-trivial class of the Beasley-Witten cohomology [95, 96], so that locally they can
be written as D-terms, but not globally due to an obstruction localized on the BPS locus.

A prominent example of higher F-term correction in the N = 1 setup is provided by
corrections to moduli space metrics in N = 2 theories. A beautiful systematic understand-
ing of marginal wall crossing for BPS particles in 4d quantum field theories was provided
in [10] in terms of continuity of non-perturbative effects of BPS instantons in their 3d
compactification. The result provides a physical interpretation of the wall crossing formula
in [20]. A generalization for string compactifications is expected to hold, despite technical
difficulties in making it completely precise.

In this paper we will be mainly interested in threshold wall crossing for D-brane in-
stantons in 4d N = 2, 1 theories. For D-brane particles, such wall crossing are essentially
harmless, as is well-known that the index counting BPS state degeneracies is continuous.
As we discuss in section 3.3, even when the classical BPS D-brane particle splits, there is
a quantum BPS bound state at threshold which keeps the index unchanged. For D-brane
instantons, the splitting at the threshold wall implies the real disappearance of the single
D-brane instanton contribution to the 4d non-perturbative effective action. Restoration
of the continuity requires the existence of microscopically non-trivial multi-instanton pro-
cesses. Our aim is to gain a deeper understanding of the appearance of these processes,
both in N = 2 and in N = 1 theories (where they are particularly important, as the only
wall crossing phenomenon for non-perturbative superpotentials).

Example of threshold walls for D1/D(-1)-brane instantons. For future conve-
nience it will be useful to introduce some explicit examples of threshold for D1/D(-1)-
brane instantons. It is enough to consider examples of local CY’s with compact 2-cycles.
A large set of examples which have not appeared in the D-brane instanton literature, can
be engineered the hypersurfaces XN in C4 defined by

xy = (z + w) (z + αw) . . . (z + αN−1w) (2.3)

with α = e2πi/N . The model describes a complex surface fibration over a complex w-plane
that degenerates to an AN singularity xy = zN over the origin w = 0. Thus it contains
N compact 2-cycles Ck, k = 1, . . . , N collapsed to zero size, with a homology relation
C1 + . . . CN = 0. We are interested in D1-brane instantons wrapped on such genus zero
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curves Ci, with induced D(-1)-brane charge due to non-vanishing NSNS 2-form fields. Their
BPS phases are controlled by the blowing up modes of the singularity, which are Kahler
moduli and have walls of threshold stability in the blown-down limit. Under a T-duality in
the U(1) orbit x→ eiθx, y → e−iθy, the geometries map to Hanany-Witten configurations
of NS5-branes at angles (i.e. spanning the complex planes z +αk = 0), with euclidean D0-
branes suspended between them. Blowing up the singularity corresponds to the removal
of a corresponding NS5-brane, and the recombination of the D0-brane segments. This
construction allows an easy derivation of the spectrum and interactions on the instanton
worldvolume. Essentially they correspond to dimensional reductions of affine AN quiver
theories.

Consider the geometry X3 with D1-brane instantons on the 2-cycles C1 and C2. The
blown-down limit corresponds to a threshold stability wall against recombination to a single
D1-brane on C1 +C2. The latter is a D1-brane instanton on a genus 0 curve, and has four
fermion zero modes, thus leads to a correction to the hypermultiplet metric. In order for
this to be continuous, there must be a 2-instanton process involving the D1-branes on C1

and C2 simultaneously. The latter system is described by a 0-dimensional supersymmetric
quiver theory with four supercharges, obtained by dimensional reduction of a 4d N = 1
U(1) × U(1) gauge theory, with two chiral multiplets Φ12, Φ21 with charges (1,−1) and
(−1, 1) respectively, see figure 1a. There is also a superpotential

W = Φ12Φ21Φ12Φ21 (2.4)

Explicitly, the D1-brane instanton quiver action is

S = (xµ1 − x
µ
2 )2 (|ϕ12|2 + |ϕ21|2) + i(xµ1 − x

µ
2 ) {χ12σµχ12 − χ21σµχ21 } +

+(χ12 (θ1 − θ2))ϕ∗12 − (χ21 (θ1 − θ2))ϕ∗21 + (χ12 (θ̃2 − θ̃1)ϕ12 − (χ21 (θ̃2 − θ̃1))ϕ21

+χ12ϕ21χ12ϕ21 + 2χ12χ21ϕ12ϕ21 + ϕ12χ21ϕ12χ21 + h.c.

+( |ϕ12|2 − |ϕ21|2 )2 + |ϕ21ϕ12ϕ21|2 + |ϕ12ϕ21ϕ21|2 (2.5)

The first term describes the mass terms of the modes between the two instantons when
they are separated in the 4d space. The second line describes the couplings of the difference
between the two sets of Goldstinos θi, θ̃i on the two instantons. The third line contains the
F-term fermion interactions. The last line describes the (D-term plus F-term) potential for
the bosonic modes. It is a tedious but straightforward exercise to check that configurations
of coincident instantons (i.e. by localization onto x1 = x2) can saturate all fermion zero
modes except for the center of mass Goldstinos θ1+θ2, θ̃1+θ̃2. Hence the 2-instanton system
has four overall exact fermion zero modes and provides the required non-perturbative
contribution at the threshold stability wall.

In the 4d N = 1 context one can obtain similar examples, by considering the geometry
X4 modded out by an orientifold action ΩR(−1)FL with R : w → −w. The quiver theory
is obtained by quotienting the affine A4 quiver by the outer automorphism identifying
the nodes C1 ↔ C3 and leaving C2 and C4 invariant. Consider wrapping one D1-brane
instanton on C2, and on C1 and its orientifold image C3. The quiver theory, see figure 1b
is a 0-dimensional SO(1) × U(1) gauge theory, whose matter content and interaction are
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Figure 1. Typical quiver theories describing D-branes at walls of threshold stability in 4d N = 2
(a) and N = 1 (b) theories.

essentially the same as in the above X3 model by simply removing the modes θ̃2. Using
the interactions (2.5) with θ̃2 = 0, it is straightforward to check that configurations of
coincident instantons can saturate all fermion zero modes except for overall Goldstinos
θ1 + θ2. The 2-instanton system has two exact fermion zero modes and provides the
required non-perturbative superpotential at the threshold stability wall.

3 Non-perturbative effects from topological strings

In this section we show that the Gopakumar-Vafa (GV) interpretation of the topological A-
model on a CY X, upon compactification to 3d and T-duality, computes non-perturbative
D1/D(-1)-instanton effects in 4d N = 2 type IIB on X. Although the different steps in
the argument are not new, the logic running through them is new, and leads to a useful
computational tool for non-perturbative D-brane instantons effects, which we exploit in an
explicit computation in section 4. In sections 3.3, 3.4 we argue that the continuity of the
GV index for BPS particles underlies and explains the continuity of the non-perturbative
D-brane instanton effects under threshold and marginal wall crossing.

3.1 The c-map: from particles in 4d to instantons in 3d/4d

There may seem to be an immediate problem with the idea that the topological string
computes non-perturbative D-brane instanton effects, because it depends on the ‘wrong’
moduli. Namely, one might have guessed that e.g. the A-model could describe D-brane
instantons effects from topological A-branes, but the latter actually depend on complex
structure moduli, which are visible only in the B-model! Equivalently, the A-model is
usually related to the vector multiplets of the physical type IIA string theory, while non-
perturbative D-brane instantons correct the hypermultiplet moduli space.

The solution to this puzzle is the so-called c-map. The c-map basically consists in
dimensionally reducing a 4d N = 2 theory on a circle to 3d, T-dualizing, and decom-
pactifying the T-dual to another 4d N = 2 theory. The c-map swaps type IIA and IIB
theories, and the roles of vector and hypermultiplets. This provides a (to our knowledge,
new) physical interpretation of the proposed S-duality of topological strings [22], by which
the A-model computes non-perturbative effects of the B-model, and viceversa.

The c-map involves a T-duality relating D-brane particles and instantons, and the
corrections they induce, as already exploited in [17, 18]. Starting in IIA (resp. IIB) string
theory compactified on a CY threefold X, one can compute the quantum corrections to
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the vector-multiplet moduli space VA (resp. VB) by computing one-loop diagrams of BPS
particles arising from D-branes on holomorphic (resp. special lagrangian) cycles. Upon S1

compactification to 3d, diagrams involving D-brane particles running along the S1 can be
regarded as instantons correcting the 3d vector multiplets. These can actually be dualized
to 3d hypermultiplets parametrizing a quaternionic Kahler space V̂A (resp. V̂B), fibered
over the 4d vector moduli space with fibers given by the electric and magnetic Wilson
lines along S1. Upon T-duality and decompatification, V̂A (resp. V̂B) become the 4d
hypermultiplet moduli space of the T-dual IIB theory (resp. IIA). The D-brane particles
map to 4d instantons from D-branes on holomorphic (resp. special lagrangian) cycles.

In next section we apply the c-map to relate loops of D2/D0-brane particles, arising
naturally in the GV interpretation of the topological A-model, to D1/D(-1)-brane instanton
corrections to hypermultiplet moduli space of type IIB compactifications.

3.2 The GV interpretation of the topological string

In this section we show that the GV interpretation of the topological string provides a
computational tool for D-brane instanton corrections to hypermultiplet moduli spaces in
type IIB compactifications. More explicitly, in the GV interpretation [11–13] the A-model
on X relates to a one-loop diagram in M-theory on X × S1, involving BPS particles from
M2-branes wrapped on holomorphic cycles on X, running with momentum along S1. In
the type IIA picture, one recovers a Schwinger diagram involving D2/D0-branes coupled
to a graviphoton field strength background, and including non-perturbative effects from
D2/D0-particle pair production. Using the c-map (further circle compactification to 3d
and T-duality) these determine non-perturbative effects from D1/D(-1)-brane instantons
in the T-dual type IIB on X.

The GV amplitude in M-theory on X × S1 is determined by the GV invariants nrk,
which provide the multiplicity of M2-branes wrapped on a holomorphic cycle in the class
[γ] = ki[γi], with SU(2)L spin content [(1

2) + 2(0)] ⊗ [(1
2) + 2(0)]r. Here [γi] are a basis of

H2(X,Z). Then, the topological string partition function can be written as

Ftop. =
∑

r,k,p>0

nrk
p

(
2 sin

pλ

2

)2r−2

exp [−2π p kiti] (3.1)

This partition function is derived by computing the one-loop Schwinger effect mentioned
before directly in M-theory, in the presence of a constant, self-dual graviphoton background
F . The perturbative part of this diagram reproduces the perturbative corrections to the
vector multiplets of type IIA onX computed by the topological string, which in the presence
of the graviphoton background read

SR2,4d =
∫

d4x
∑
g

Fg(ti)λ2g−2R 2
+ =

∫
d4xFtop(λ, ti)R 2

+ (3.2)

where the combination gsF = λ plays the role of topological string coupling. In addition,
the GV formulation includes non-perturbative information from the D2/D0-brane particles.
Through the c-map, the M-theory computation describes corrections from worldsheet and
D1/D(-1)-brane instantons to the hypermultiplet moduli space of type IIB on X.
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In the above discussion, different values of r determine different kinds of corrections. It
is interesting to keep track of the label r in this process and translate it to D-brane instanton
language, both from the spacetime and brane worldvolume viewpoints. From the spacetime
viewpoint, in M-theory onX, the label r defines the spin content of the 5d M2-brane particle
multiplet. In the spacetime Schwinger computation, a particle with spin r introduces
at least r powers of the graviphoton field strength F , i.e. leads to a (2r + 2)-derivative
correction to vector multiplets. Via the c-map, it leads to a (2r + 2) derivative correction
to hypermultiplets. From the brane worldvolume viewpoint, in M-theory on X, the label
r determines the number of fermion zero modes in the superparticle Quantum Mechanics
(whose quantization leads to the spacetime spin content). From this viewpoint, the F 2r

correction in the Schwinger computation, arises from the coupling of the graviphoton field
strength to the worldline fermion zero modes, and saturation of the latter in the path
integral. Mapping the BPS particles to D-brane instantons in the T-dual type IIB, r
determines the number of fermion zero modes of the D-brane instanton (besides the four
universal goldstinos, which relate to the center of mass half-hypermultiplet). From familiar
D-brane instanton physics, it leads to a (2r+2)-derivative correction to the hypermultiplets,
in agreement with the spacetime picture above.

As mentioned before, not much is known about higher-derivative F-terms for hyper-
multiplets, so we primarily focus on corrections to the hypermultiplet metric. These arise
from the r = 0 sector, namely D-brane instantons with four fermion zero modes, or D-brane
particles in hypermultiplets. Geometrically, these correspond to M2-branes on S2 2-cycles,
with multiplicity counted by the genus 0 GV invariants n(0)

k . In the IIA picture they be-
come D2-branes on S2’s with induced D0-brane charge, and in the IIB picture D1-brane
instantons on S2’s with induced D(-1)-brane charge.

3.3 Threshold wall crossing

In this section we start exploring the implications of the above topological string connection
for wall crossing of D-brane instantons. The above procedure produces non-perturbative D-
brane instanton corrections, manifestly continuous throughout moduli space. This follows
from the fact that GV BPS index is constant and has no wall crossing. This property, was
already emphasized in [13], and is familiar and extensively used in the literature on BPS
states. Thus this familiar statement provides an underlying explanation for the detailed
conspiracies of D-brane instantons in multi-instanton processes, as we now discuss.

In the above discussion, D1/D(-1)-brane instantons play a prominent role. Since all
instantons in this sector have mutually local charges, it seems natural to think that the
discussion is restricted to threshold stability walls. In this section we indeed focus on
this situation. However, the above system allows for a non-trivial discussion of marginal
stability walls, as we discuss in an explicit example in section 3.4.

There are indeed many examples of threshold walls in the D1/D(-1)-brane instanton
sector. For instance, in the X3 example in section 2.2, with quiver in figure 1a, a BPS
D1/D(-1)-brane wrapped on an S2 splits into two BPS sub-objects, described by two D1-
branes on S2 touching at a point. Despite the splitting, the relevant corrections to the
hypermultiplet moduli space metric are continuous. From the microscopic instanton view-
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point, this follows from a tricky 2-instanton process; from the topological string viewpoint,
it is manifest from the continuity of the GV invariants. It is interesting to relate this
two viewpoints more explicitly. In the topological string computation, the particle arising
from the wrapped M2-brane (or D2/D0-branes) actually splits into two classical particles.
However, the 2-particle system has a quantum BPS bound state at threshold, as one can
easily show from the corresponding quiver quantum mechanics, i.e. the reduction to 0 + 1
dimensions of the 4d N = 1 theory described by the quiver in figure 1a. Following [45],
the problem amounts to the computation of the Euler characteristic of the moduli space of
the quiver gauge theory. The moduli space is defined by the vanishing of the worldvolume
D- and F-term potential, namely

|Φ12|2 − |Φ21|2 = 0

Φ12Φ21Φ12 = 0

Φ21Φ12Φ21 = 0 (3.3)

The moduli space is a point Φ12 = Φ21 = 0, or rather the R3 of the relative positions in
4d. The Euler characteristic (with compact support) is χ(M) = 1, leading to a single BPS
bound state.1 At the threshold wall, the 2-particle bound state running in the Schwinger
loop reproduces the 2-instanton process of the T-dual side.

3.4 Marginal wall crossing

Even though our discussion is restricted to D1/D(-1)-brane charges, it still provides non-
trivial information about the behaviour of non-perturbative effects across certain marginal
stability walls. Indeed, in certain models there are regions in moduli space where D1/D(-
1) instantons are marginally unstable against decay into pairs of D3-D3 brane-antibrane
instantons (with net induced D1/D(-1)-brane charge), as we later show in an explicit
example. The continuity of the corresponding non-perturbative effects is however manifest
in terms of the topological string computation, since the latter is determined by the GV
invariants, which are continuous throughout moduli space. From the M-theory perspective,
the continuity of the non-perturbative effect would follow from the fact that the D1→ D3-
D3 wall crossing does not lift to M-theory. Indeed, it would imply a decay of 5d M2-brane
particles into M5 brane-antibrane pairs, which actually cannot produce 5d particles. Hence
the M2-brane particles are stable throughout moduli space.2 Note that there is no claim
that the topological string is capturing the non-perturbative effects of individual D3-or
anti-D3-brane instantons, but rather that it captures the information of the (non-BPS) 2-
instanton process (which does not carry a net D3-brane charge) relevant to the continuity of
the non-perturbative terms. Inclusion of general D-brane charges is discussed in section 7.

For concreteness let us present an example of marginal decay of a D1 into a D3-D3
pair. In order for the latter to be BPS, the system must be realized in the small volume

1The existence of these threshold states has been shown from alternative standpoints. For instance by

using geometric quantization of the two-particle phase space [24, 25] in multi-center supergravity solutions

given by split attractor flows [44, 46, 47], in a quite generic example (binding of a D0-brane with a D6/D6-

brane system).
2We thank E. Witten for this interpretation.
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Figure 2. a) Toric diagram and web diagram for the complex cone over dP1. For clarity, in the
web diagram we show the collapsed cycles with some finite but small size. b) The quiver and dimer
diagrams for the theory.

regime, where BPS phases have α′ corrections. Our example is based on D-branes at toric
singularities, see [36] for a review. Consider the complex cone over dP1, whose toric and web
diagrams are shown in figure 2a. The set of BPS D-branes in this geometry correspond to
‘fractional’ D(-1)-brane instantons, whose properties can be encoded in a quiver diagram
and dimer diagram, shown in figure 2b. In the latter, faces in the tiling correspond to
gauge groups, edges correspond to bi-fundamental chiral multiplets, and nodes correspond
to worldvolume superpotential terms. This diagram is particularly useful in discussing
partial resolutions of singularities.

By blowing up and going to large volume, these fractional branes can be described
as geometric D3 or D3-branes wrapped on the exceptional dP1 and carrying worldvolume
gauge bundles inducing D1/D(-1) -brane charges. The charges of such an object F are
encoded in the Chern character

ch(F ) = (rk(F ), c1(F ), c2(F )) (3.4)

The large volume charges can be determined (up to monodromy in the path to large volume)
from exceptional collections, see [37] for a constructive recipe for toric singularities. For
the dP1 theory, a convenient choice is

ch(F1) = (1, H − 3E, 0) ch(F2) =
(

1,−E,−1
2

)
ch(F3) =

(
−1,−H + 2E,−1

2

)
ch(F4) = (−1, 2E, 0) (3.5)

where H, E are the hyperplane and exceptional classes in dP1. It is easy to see that the
DSZ product for the above large volume D-branes reproduces the quiver of the dP1 theory
shown above. In the large volume limit these branes have different BPS phases, but they
are aligned in the singular geometry.

The complex cone over dP1 admits a partial blow-up to a conifold singularity, with E
remaining as the collapsed 2-cycle in the conifold tip. This is shown in the toric and web
diagrams in figure 3a. The blow-up Kahler modes couple as Fayet-Illiopoulos terms to the
world-volume of the D-branes, forcing them to form bound states, which are BPS in the
conifold geometry. In our example the dimer shows, figure 3b, a recombination of branes
1 with 3, and 2 with 4. In large volume language, the charges of these recombined branes
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Figure 3. a) Toric diagram and web diagram for the partial blow-up to a conifold singularity. For
clarity, in the web diagram we show the collapsed cycles with some finite but small size, while the
blown-up cycles are shown with finite and large size. b) The quiver and dimer diagram for the
resulting conifold singularity. They are obtained from the dP1 ones by recombining the nodes 1
with 3, and 2 with 4.

are

ch(F13) =
(

0,−E,−1
2

)
ch(F24) =

(
0, E,−1

2

)
(3.6)

namely branes 1 and 3 combine into a D1-brane wrapped on the S2 of the conifold, with
induced fractional D(-1)-brane charge, and the branes 2 and 4 combine into a D1-brane
wrapped with opposite orientation (and same induced D(-1)-brane charge). This is the
familiar geometric description of fractional D-branes at a conifold.

We are now ready to discuss the marginal stability wall. Consider the dP1 singularity
partially blown up to a conifold, and consider a D-brane instanton associated to the node
24, namely a D1-brane wrapped on the S2 and with induced D(-1)-brane charge. Moving
in moduli space to the blown-down dP1 singular configuration, the D-brane splits into a
pair of D-branes associated to the nodes 2 and 4 in the dP1 quiver. These have mutually
non-local charges, and describe a marginal stability decay, with quiver given by setting
n1 = n3 = 0, n2 = n4 = 1 in the general dP1 quiver, namely a U(1) × U(1) theory with
a single bifundamental chiral multiplet. Hence the singular dP1 geometry is sitting at a
marginal stability wall for the D1-brane on E to decay to a D3-D3 pair.

4 From M-theory to 3d and type IIB instantons

Higher derivative corrections to hypermultiplets are not well understood in general (see [38]
for a partial analysis of higher derivative corrections), so most analysis focus on the com-
putation of hypermultiplet moduli space metrics [19, 23]. We will also focus in this case in
the explicit computation in this section.

The analysis of [17] and [18] can be easily generalized, and applied to the computation
of type IIA or type IIB D-brane instantons in mutually local sectors. In this section we
elaborate on the computation of type IIB D1/D(-1)-brane instanton effects by computing
a one-loop diagram of D2/D0-brane particle states in type IIA compactified to 3d.

Actually, this computation can be lifted to M-theory, displaying a structure identical
in spirit to the GV interpretation of the topological string. Namely, we consider M-theory
compactified on X, and subsequently compactified to 3d on T2. The amplitude of interest
is a one loop diagram of 5d BPS states, with momentum along the T2. Such BPS particles
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are supersymmetric gravitons, and wrapped M2-branes, with multiplicities counted by
the GV invariants. As mentioned, states with different spin label r contribute to different
terms in the 3d theory, hence corrections to the hypermultiplet moduli space from wrapped
M2-branes are related to the genus zero GV invariants.

The type IIB non-perturbative brane instanton effects are recovered by taking the limit
of zero area of the T2, keeping its complex structure τ constant (which becomes the complex
string coupling in the IIB side). Notice that the M-theory picture has a manifest SL(2,Z)
invariance with respect to the T2. This will translate to the SL(2,Z) invariance of the
non-perturbative effects on the IIB side. Namely, the M-theory computation reproduces
a sum over (p, q) string instanton effects, or equivalently over general D1/D(-1)-brane
instantons, including D1-branes with non-trivial worldvolume fluxes. Rather than taking
the intermediate step of the type IIA limit (which would correspond to a particular limit
of weak coupling τ → i∞) we work at general τ and recover the full result.

General expressions for these non-perturbative effects in 4d IIB models on X have been
obtained in [30, 32], by starting with worldsheet instantons and imposing SL(2,Z) invari-
ance. The M-theory perspective provides a simple derivation of the result in a manifestly
SL(2,Z) invariant formulation; it also explains the observation that the result depends on
X only through its Euler characteristic and the genus 0 GV invariants. The main purpose
of carrying out the computations that follow will not be to obtain new formulae per se, but
to establish the natural connection between non-perturbative effects and the topological
string.

The graviton piece. Let us describe the contribution arising from 5d gravitons. These
are 11d gravitons, truncated to their zero modes in X, and running with arbitrary momenta
in the T2 (and the non-compact 3d). The computation can be regarded as a truncation
(to the zero mode sector in X) of the computation in [43] of D(-1)-brane instanton contri-
butions to a certain R4 term for IIB on S1 from graviton one-loop diagram in M-theory on
T2. Indeed, the reduction of R4 terms on a CY X provide corrections to the hypermultiplet
moduli space metric, see e.g. [29]. Morally, the R4 term with three curvatures insertions
along X (producing a numerical factor given by the Euler characteristic) leads to a cor-
rection to the 3d Einstein term, which can be recast as a correction to the hypermultiplet
metric.

The 5d graviton BPS states are obtained by considering the quantum ground states
of gravitons in X. Accounting for boson-fermion cancellations, their index is given by the
Euler characteristic of X, χE(X) = 2 (h1,1 − h2,1). The correction to the hypermultiplet
moduli space metric is obtained from a 1-loop diagram of these states, with one insertion
of curvature tensor, which we will perform in the Schwinger proper time formalism. The
latter just contributes one power of the proper time parameter, i.e. the one-loop calculation
is of the form

A ∝ Tr
(∫

ds

s
s e−sH

)
=
∫
d(momenta)

∫
ds

s
s e−sH , (4.1)

where s is the proper time parameter of the graviton, and the positive power of s corre-
sponds to one insertion of the curvature tensor. The momenta include the 3d non-compact
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directions and the T2 directions.
More precisely, the one-loop graviton amplitude with one graviton insertion reads

Ag = −χE(X)
π V2

∫
d3p

∫ ∞
0

ds
∑
{lI}

e−s (p2+GIJ lI lJ) , (4.2)

where GIJ denotes the inverse metric on the T2. Integrating over 3d momenta p, and
performing a Poisson resummation on the discrete momenta lI , we have

Ag = −χE(X)π5/2

∫ ∞
0

ds̃ s̃1/2 e−s̃ π
2GIJ k

I kJ , (4.3)

where s̃ = 1/s, and V2 is the T2 area. For a T2, GIJ kI kJ = |k1 + τ k2|2 V2/τ2 with
τ = τ1 + iτ2 the T2 complex structure. Leaving out the ~k = ~0 term and performing the
integral over s̃, we obtain

Ag = −χE(X)

2V3/2
2

∑
(k1,k2) 6=(0,0)

τ
3/2
2

| k1 + τ k2 |3
≡ −χE(X)

2V3/2
2

E(τ, 3/2). (4.4)

The M2-brane piece. We now compute the one-loop diagram with one external gravi-
ton leg and with the particle in the loop given by an M2-brane wrapped on a genus zero
holomorphic 2-cycle C ∈ H2(X,Z) of X. The effective particle has a five-dimensional mass
mC ∝ V ol(C) =

∫
C J , where J is the Kähler form, and its worldline action has a coupling

to a gauge field Aµ =
∫
C C

(3)

∆S =
∫

w.l.
Aµ Ẋ

µ . (4.5)

It shifts the momentum of the particle, so that the effective worldline Hamiltonian is

H = (p + A)2 +GIJ(lI +AI) (lJ +AJ) +m2
C . (4.6)

The one-loop amplitude (including the factor of s from the external graviton leg) is

AM2 =
1

π V2

∫
d3 p

∫ ∞
0

ds
∑
{lI}

e−s ((p+A)2+GIJ (lI+AI) (lJ+AJ )+m2
C ,) . (4.7)

By redefining the continuous momenta, the shift by A has no effect in their integral,
which is straightforward. For the discrete momenta, the Wilson line has an effect in the
subsequent Poisson resummation, as follows:

AM2 = π5/2

∫ ∞
0

ds s−5/2
∑

(k1,k2)6=(0,0)

e2π i kI AI e−π
2 GIJ k

I kJ/s−sm2
C (4.8)

= π5/2

∫ ∞
0

ds̃ s̃1/2
∑

(k1,k2)6=(0,0))

e2π i kI AI e−s̃ π
2GIJ k

I kJ−m2
C/s̃ . (4.9)

The integral over s̃ can be evaluated by redefining the variable as s̃ → X2. The integral
then has the form:

= e−2
√
AB

√
π

4A3/2
(1 + 2

√
AB) , (4.10)
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with A = π2k · k = π2GIJ k
I kJ = π2 |k1 + τk2|2 V2/τ2 and B = m2

C . To write the final
result, we define the effective 3d ‘mass’ (Euclidean action) of the resulting instanton as
m

(3)
C ≡

√
V2/τ2mC .

AM2 =
1

V3/2
2

∑
(k1,k2)6=(0,0)

τ
3/2
2

|k1 + τk2|3
(1+2π |k1+τk2|m(3)

C ) e−2π (|k1+τk2|m(3)
C − i k1 A1− i k2 A2 ).

(4.11)
The calculation performed above was for a membrane wrapped on a fixed, rational

(genus zero) holomorphic curve in a class [C] ∈ H2(X,Z). The full amplitude is a sum
over all possible curve classes. Let [γa] denote a basis of H2(X,Z), and expand any curve
[C] = ka[γa]. The number of BPS M2-branes wrapped on a genus zero representative of
the class [C] is given by the genus zero GV invariant n(0)

k . Dropping overall volume factors,
the total correction to the hypermultiplet moduli space metric from such M2-branes is

AM2 total =
1

4π

∑
k

n
(0)
ka

∑
(m,n)6=(0,0)

τ
3/2
2

|m+ τn|3/2
(1 + 2π |m+ τn| ka ta) e−Sm,n (4.12)

where we have introduced

Sm,n = 2π ( |m+ τn| ka ta − im ba − i n ca ) (4.13)

the action of an euclidean M2-brane particle wrapped on the (m,n) 1-cycle on T2, and we
have normalized the Kähler parameters ta such that∫

[γa]
J = ta

√
V2

τ2
. (4.14)

For later convenience, we have named our Wilson lines as follows:∫
[γa]×S1

i=1,2

C(3) = (ba, ca) , (4.15)

where the two components represent Wilson lines along the first and the second circle of
the T2, respectively.

By shrinking one of the torus 1-cycles one can recover an interpretation in type IIA
on X × S1. From this perspective, the above amplitude contains in particular the contri-
butions from worldsheet instantons (M2-branes wrapping the M-theory circle) and from
D2/D0-brane bound states (from M2-branes wrapped on the M-theory circle, and carrying
momentum along it). In fact, by taking such a IIA limit, we can bring the formula (4.12) to
a form that is reminiscent of the Gopakumar-Vafa formula in [11]. By taking, for instance,
τ2 → ∞, and dropping the sum over n, we see that the second term in the expansion
becomes

1
2

∑
k

n
(0)
ka

∑
(n) 6=0

1
n2

e−2π ( ka ta− i ca ) |n| (4.16)

=
∑
k

n
(0)
ka

Li2(e−2π ( ka ta− i ca )) , (4.17)
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where we have introduced the dilogarithm Li2(x) =
∑∞

n=1 x
n/n2. The appearance of such

dilogarithms is reminiscent of the structure in [20]. In section 7 we will consider the role
of dilogarithms in this connection.

The type IIB instanton interpretation. The above results can be related to type
IIB 4d brane instantons by shrinking the T2 keeping the complex structure τ fixed. This
process maps the manifest geometric SL(2,Z) invariance of M-theory to the S-duality
group of IIB. In order to do so, it is convenient to notice that the above structures clearly
reproduce the type IIB result in [30, 32], which we review here for completeness. In the
off-shell N = 2 formalism of these references, the hypermultiplet metric is encoded in a
single function, the tensor potential, which contains a classical piece χcl., plus contributions
related to D(-1)-brane and (p, q) 1-brane instantons

χ = χcl. + χD(−1) + χ1−brane (4.18)

with

χcl = 4 r0 τ2
2

1
3!
κabc t

a tb tc ,

χD(−1) =
r0τ

1/2
2

2(2π)3
χE(X)

∑
(m,n)6=(0,0)

τ
3/2
2

|mτ + n|3
, (4.19)

χ1−brane = −r
0τ

1/2
2

(2π)3

∑
k

n
(0)
ka

∑
(m,n)6=(0,0)

τ
3/2
2

|mτ + n|3
(
1 + 2π|mτ + n| kata

)
e−Sm,n .

Here κabc are the classical triple intersection form on the CY, and r0 is a scalar in
the tensor multiplet to render the tensor potential of appropriate degree, see [30, 32] for
notation and further details. The n(0)

k denote the genus zero GV invariants. Also,

Sm,n = 2πka ( |mτ + n| ta − im ca − in ba ) , (4.20)

is the tension of a type IIB (p, q) string wrapped s = gcd(m,n) times around a holomorphic
cycle, with (p, q) = (m,n)/r, and agrees with the action (4.13) of an M2-brane wrapped
on the 2-cycle on X times a 1-cycle on T2. The axion scalars ba, ca are integrals of the
IIB NSNS and RR 2-forms over the 2-cycle γa correspond to the 3-form integrals in the
M-theory picture.

As mentioned, the M-theory derivation of these known results explains naturally their
structure, in particular the SL(2,Z) invariance, and the apperance of the topological in-
variants χE(X) and n

(0)
k . But their main interest is the fact that this derivation proves

a strong connection between non-perturbative effects and topological strings. It would be
interesting to generalize this analysis to higher derivative terms and shed some light on
other protected couplings of 4d N = 2 hypermultiplets.

5 Non-perturbative effects and wall crossing from matrix model instan-

tons

In our previous discussion, the computation of the non-perturbative terms in the topological
string partition function requires an a priori knowledge of the set of BPS wrapped brane
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states. However, there are frameworks which, for certain CY models, have been proposed
to provide a non-perturbative definition of the topological string, in the sense of [48]. An
example, on which we focus in this section, is given by matrix models.3 In these frameworks,
both the CY geometry and all its relevant data emerge from the defining system. We center
on topological string B-models defined by Dijkgraaf-Vafa matrix models [14–16],4 for which
non-perturbative effects from instantons have been recently discussed in [55–57].

In this section we propose a new physical interpretation for these processes, in terms
of the mirror B-model side of our previous discussions. Namely we propose that matrix
model instantons correspond to non-perturbative effects from D3-brane particles in the
physical type IIB theory, which can subsequently be related through the c-map to D2-
brane instanton effects in the T-dual IIA theory. This can be shown very explicitly for
the conifold [58]. We also study a concrete set-up in which these physical D-branes cross
walls of stability, but their non-perturbative effect (given by the matrix model instanton
amplitude) is continuous.

5.1 Review of matrix models

Let us start by briefly reviewing the Dijkgraaf-Vafa matrix model [14–16]. The Dijkgraaf-
Vafa correspondence relates the topological B-model on a certain CY (to be discussed later)
with the matrix model defined by the partition function

Z =
1

Vol(U(N))

∫
dM exp

(
− 1
gs

TrW (M)
)
. (5.1)

The variables M of the model are N × N matrices, and we will consider a polynomial
potential W (M) of degree (n+1). Clearly, the action is invariant under the gauge symmetry
M → UMU †, which can be used to diagonalize the matrices and recast the partition
function as an integral over the N eigenvalues λi:

Z =
1
N !

∫ ∏
i

dλi
2π

eN
2Seff (λ), (5.2)

where the effective action is given by

Seff (λ) = − 1
tN

Weff (λ) = − 1
tN

N∑
i=1

W (λi) +
2
N2

∑
i<j

log |λi − λj |. (5.3)

3Another kind of non-perturbative definition is provided by Chern-Simons theories (which incidentally

also admit a description in terms of matrix models [49]), see [51, 52] for reviews. Non-perturbative effects

in Chern-Simons models have been explicitly related to Schwinger processes of the physical theory [11].
4The B-model on many local CY (for instance the mirror of toric CY’s) has been solved [54] by using the

invariants of [53] on certain spectral curves. The description of these models in terms of matrix models is

however not explicitly known, so the knowledge of non-perturbative effects is more limited. We thus focus

on topological string models defined in terms of bona fide matrix models.
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Here t = gsN is the usual ’t Hooft parameter, and the logarithmic term arises from the
Jacobian upon diagonalization. It acts as a repulsive force between the eigenvalues, which
behave as particles in the potential Weff (λ).5

The saddle points of the model would correspond (once we relate it to the topological
string) to distributions of the eigenvalues among the n extrema of the potential W . Their
repulsion actually makes the eigenvalues distribute around the extrema, filling n domains or
cuts Ci around them. The contribution to the partition function from a saddle configuration
with Ni eigenvalues in Ci is

Z(N1, . . . , Nn) =
1

N1! . . . Nn!

∫
λ1
k1
∈C1

. . .

∫
λnkn∈Cn

∏
i

dλi
2π

eN
2Seff (λi), (5.4)

We are actually interested in the planar limit of the matrix model, where N →∞, keeping
the ’t Hooft coupling and the filling fractions νi = Ni/N finite. Around a saddle config-
uration, the matrix model can be solved in terms of the so-called resolvent function y(x)
which has a useful expression in terms of the endpoints of the cuts xi:

y(x) = W ′(x)−
∮
C

dz

(2πi)
W ′(z)
x− z

2n∏
i=1

(
x− xi
z − xi

) 1
2

, (5.5)

where C = ∪ni=1Ci (see [51] for further details). We can perform the integral above by
deforming the contour of integration to infinity and redefining z → 1/z. Using also the
polynomial form of the potential W (x) the resolvent can be compactly written as

y(x) =
2n∏
i=1

(x− xi)
1
2 . (5.6)

The Dijkgraaf-Vafa correspondence relates this matrix model to the topological B-
model on a non-compact CY X defined by the equation

uv + y2 +W ′ 2(x) + f(x) = 0, (5.7)

where the function f(x) is polinomial of degree n− 1 whose coefficients, whose details we
will not need, depend on the filling fractions νi. The basic geometry of X is encoded in the
Riemann surface at uv = 0, namely (5.6). This is a double cover of the complex x-plane
with cuts Ci. In particular, the 3-cycles of X can be obtained by fibering S2’s (parametrized
by u, v) over non-trivial 1-cycles in the spectral curve. Namely, there are a-cycles, which
can be obtained from 1-cycles ai surrounding the cuts, and their dual b-cycles which can
be obtained by fibering over the non-compact 1-cycles bi stretching from the ith cut to
infinity. The holomorphic 3-form on X is Ω = du ∧ dv ∧ dz/y, and its restriction to the
3-cycle provides the N = 2 BPS phase for a wrapped D-brane. By integrating over the
fibers, the BPS phase can be obtained from the restriction to the 1-cycle in the Riemann
surface of the 1-form

ω = y dx (5.8)
5The above description corresponds to the hermitean matrix model, where eigenvalues are forced to lie

in the real line. We will continue our discussion in the holomorphic matrix model [59], where eigenvalues

live on general contours in the complex planes.
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5.2 A new physical interpretation for matrix model instantons

In the matrix model there are instanton effects around each saddle point. They correspond
to tunneling of an eigenvalue from the cut i to the cut j. These instantons are roughly
speaking weighted by e−N , hence are non-perturbative in the coupling gs.

The action for such instanton can be obtained by directly comparing the partition
functions for both saddle points [56]

Z(N1, . . . , Ni, . . . , Nj , . . . , Nn)
Z(N1, . . . , Ni − 1, . . . , Nj + 1, . . . , Nn)

' e−Sinst. ; Sinst. =
1
gs

∫
Cij

y(x) dx (5.9)

where Cij is a path from the ith to the jth cut. The instanton action is independent of the
path chosen. Such instantons have been shown to control the large order behaviour of the
matrix model perturbative series around the saddle point [55].

Let us consider the interpretation of these matrix model instantons in the physical
theory. The action of a matrix model instanton is related to the volume of a 3-cycle of the
CY, given by a linear combination of the b-type 3-cycles, with S3 topology. This suggests
that the non-perturbative contributions are related to effects of 4d BPS particles6 from
D3-branes wrapped on the 3-cycle Cij . Running the logic of the previous sections, these
BPS D-brane particle effects can be interpreted as 4d D2-brane instanton effects7 in the
T-dual type IIA compactification on X.

Notice the interesting fact that the matrix model instantons only provide D-brane
instantons wrapped on compact b-cycles (paths joining different cuts), but not on the
a-cycles (paths surrounding the cuts). This nicely matches our discussion (in the GV
interpretation of the A-model) that topological strings naturally encode the information
from D-brane objects of mutually local charges.

5.3 Wall crossing in matrix models

The above physical interpretation suggests that the non-perturbative effects in the phys-
ical theory computed from the matrix model instanton are completely insensitive to the
microscopics of the underlying D-brane instanton. In fact, as one moves in moduli space a
given D-brane instanton (say a D-brane wrapping the 3-cycle C13) of the physical theory
may split into components (say D-branes wrapping C12 and C23). In the matrix model the
non-perturbative effect of either system is described as an eigenvalue jump between cuts
C1 and C3. The field of forces in the matrix model is conservative, hence the matrix model
instanton effect is independent of the path chosen for the eigenvalue.

Let us consider an explicit example in the simple case of a 3-cut matrix model, with
cuts on the real axis, labeled 1,2,3 from left to right. There is an antiholomorphic involution
x → ix which ensures that any path along the real axis has constant BPS phase. Hence

6In [14] a different interpretation was used, in terms of domain walls from D5-branes wrapped on the

3-cycle, interpolating between two vacua with different distribution of background gauge D5-branes. This

interpretation is however not consistent with the fact that the number and distribution of eigenvalues does

not correspond to the number and distribution of background gauge D5-branes.
7In [105] certain D-brane instantons of the physical theory were shown to be captured by the matrix

model. It would be interesting to relate this effect to our discussion.
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in this situation there are matrix model instantons associated to D2-branes on C12 and on
C23. The matrix model instanton taking an eigenvalue from cut C1 to cut C3 is actually
related to a 2-instanton process in terms of D-branes wrapped on C12 and C23. Now
consider changing one real parameter δ, which controls the position of cut 2 away from
the real axis. For large enough δ the model turns effectively into a 2-cut model, with only
cuts C1, C3, still on the real axis. As we argue below, in the process the BPS 3-cycles C12

and C23 recombine into a BPS 3-cycle C23, thus leading to a wall of BPS stability for the
corresponding D-brane instantons in the physical theory.

To determine the existence of the stability wall, we can study the locus where the BPS
phases of the 3-cycles C12, C23 (and consequently C13) align, so that the decay is possible.
The phase of the cycle Cij is given by the phase of the integral∫

Cij

y(x)dx (5.10)

which can be evaluated along any path Cij that joins the extreme points xi and xj . Despite
the lack of a simple analytic expression for the integral of y(x), we can evaluate numerically
the phases of its integral along the different paths. In figure 4 we plot the phases of C12,
C23 and C13 versus the distance δ of the cut C2 to the real axis for a generic saddle point
configuration. We can see that in fact there are two points where the three phases align,
supporting the required stability wall.

One may worry that the configuration with an eigenvalue distribution in cut 2, which
is a maximum, is unstable and may lead to exponentially enhanced instanton amplitudes.
However the phenomenon persists in other examples where this caveat is absent. For
instance, by simply taking the cut C2 empty and collapsed to a point, the conclusions are
unchanged.

A full analytic computation of the BPS phases is possible in a particular limit of the
above system, for the matrix model with a single eigenvalue N = 1, and the three cuts
shrunk to three double points. The resolvent function y(x) is just the derivative of the
potential W (x):

y(x) = (x− x1)(x− x2)(x− x3) (5.11)

Although this does not correspond to a geometric regime of the topological string (i.e. large
N matrix model), it still maintains the basic properties of its wall crossing.

The model with cuts collapsed to points can also be regarded as the classical regime
of the 4d N = 1 gauge theory in a Dijkgraaf-Vafa duality with the matrix model, in which
the strong dynamics scale of the unbroken gauge factors is ignored. The analysis of BPS
phases in the matrix model is actually isomorphic to an analysis (in the context of domain
walls in Wess-Zumino models) in [90]. The picture of BPS phase in this case is shown in
figure 5, showing the existence of an stability wall.

6 N = 1 superpotentials and their wall crossing

In previous sections we have gained a good understanding of threshold wall crossing for D-
brane instantons in 4d N = 2 theories. It would be interesting to extend this understanding
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Figure 4. Phases of the cycles C12 (blue line), C13 (purple line) and C13 (grey line) in the generic
large N model with widened cuts. The phases are plotted against the distance δ of cut 2 to the real
axis. There are three possible candidates for wall crossing. They correpond to the points where the
three phases coincide (including δ = 0).
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Figure 5. Same as figure 4, but for the case where there is just one eigenvalue distributed among
the extrema of the potential W , and the cuts are collapsed to points. Of the three points where
the phases align, only those with δ 6= 0 represent a real line of stability [90].

to 4d N = 1 theories, where such transitions are particularly important, as the only wall
crossing phenomenon for D-brane instantons contributing to the superpotential. In this
section we describe mechanisms for reduction of supersymmetry, and their interplay with
the T-duality between particles and instantons. The latter is shown to still underly the
continuity of non-perturbative effects across stability walls.
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6.1 Introduction of fluxes

A standard mechanism to reduce the amount of supersymmetry is the introduction of
closed string fluxes [40–42] (already exploited for a different purpose in the context of
matrix model / gauge theory duality [14–16]). In this section we compute non-perturbative
superpotentials from D-brane instanton sums in 4d N = 1 flux compactifications, and
their threshold wall crossing, by relating them to the underlying 4d N = 2 theories. The
analysis ignores the possible presence of other ingredients breaking N = 2 supersymmetry,
like orientifold planes, to be discussed in section 6.3.

The effect of fluxes on D-brane instantons has been actively investigated. In particular
fluxes can turn D-brane instantons with 4 fermion zero modes into D-brane instantons with
2 fermion zero modes, allowing them to contribute to the non-perturbative superpotential.
This has been established from the coupling of the D-brane instanton fermion zero modes
to the flux, computed using D-brane action techniques [73–76], or CFT correlators [77, 78].
Unfortunately these microscopic techniques must be applied to individual instantons, and
cannot take advantage of the powerful resummation techniques of the underlying N = 2
theory. The latter is however fully exploited in the macroscopic effective field theory
technique proposed in [21]. Starting with the effective 4d N = 2 theory of the flux-less
compactification, including non-perturbative effects from resummed D-brane instantons,
the effect of fluxes is simply described by the introduction of the flux superpotential [79].
The non- perturbative superpotential is automatically reproduced by the evaluation of
Feynman diagrams involving the spacetime interactions from fluxes and instantons.

More quantitatively, the effective action in N = 1 terms can be written∫
d2θ d2θK(Z,Z) +

∫
d2θWflux(Z) (6.1)

where Z denotes the N = 2 hypermultiplet moduli written in N = 1 terms, and K(Z,Z)
encodes the moduli space metric. The N = 1 D-term can be written as an F-term as∫

d2θ d2θK(Z,Z) '
∫

d2θ
∂2K

∂Z
2 DZ DZ (6.2)

where DZ is an anti-chiral multiplet whose lowest component is the 4d fermion in the Z.
Integrating out the moduli, the non-perturbative superpotential in the flux compactification
is [21]

Wnon−pert. =
∂2Wflux

∂Z2

∂2K

∂Z
2 (6.3)

The net effect is therefore to turn the N = 2 F-term into an N = 1 superpotential term.
This can be applied to the introduction of fluxes for the 4d N = 2 compactifications in

section 4. For example, consider the concrete example of type IIB on the resolved conifold,
or rather the equivalent mirror picture of type IIA on the deformed conifold. The flux
configuration we consider is M units of NSNS 3-form flux through the S3 A-cycle, and
−K units through the (suitably regularized) non-compact dual B-cycle, plus possibly RR
fluxes along non-compact cycles to preserve N = 1 supersymmetry. Using the periods of
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Ω, the flux superpotential is given by

Wflux '
∫
X
H3 ∧

(
1
gs

Re Ω + iC3

)
=

1
2πi

M Z lnZ − K Z (6.4)

where Z = |z|/gs + ix, with z the complex structure modulus and x the RR 3-form along
S3. The model is mirror to the IIB conifold model in [41]. The modulus Z is stabilized at
Z0 = exp (−2πK/M).

The D2-brane instanton corrections to the moduli space metric were computed in [17]
(and have been derived directly from (4.20) in [31]). The relevant component for our
computation is

KZ̄Z̄ =
∑
m 6=0

Cm(z) exp
[
−2π

(
|mz|
gs
− imx

)]

with Cm(z) =
∞∑
n=0

Γ(1
2 + n)

2
√
π n! Γ(1

2 − n)

(
gs

4π |mz|

)n+ 1
2

(6.5)

Using (6.3), the N = 1 non-perturbative superpotential reads

Wn.p. '
M

Z0

∑
m 6=0

Cm(z0) e−2πmZ0 (6.6)

where z0 = ReZ0. Notice that the moduli in the prefactor should be considered as fixed at
their vevs at the minimum, as the above superpotential is valid at scales below the moduli
stabilization scale.

Concerning out interest in threshold wall crossing, the close relation between D-brane
instantons in the parent N = 2 model and its N = 1 flux descendant makes it clear that
the continuity of the superpotential across threshold walls is automatically encoded in the
continuity of the GV invariants in the N = 2 theory.

Remarkably the present setup provides the full non-perturbative superpotential arising
from an infinite sum over multiwrapped D2-brane instantons. To our knowledge this is the
first time such contributions to the superpotential can be successfully resummed (see [89]
for partial results in this direction, and [80–82] for multi-wrapped instanton contributions
to other quantities, motivated by heterotic-type I duality). We hope this kind of result to
have an interesting impact on model building applications of D-brane instantons.

6.2 Introduction of gauge D-branes

We have seen that multiwrapped instanton contributions are quite generic in N = 2 and
N = 1 non-perturbative effects. This may seem to lead to a potential puzzle in a different
4d N = 1 context, in which the reduction from N = 2 is obtained by introducing 4d
spacefilling D-branes, leading to 4d N = 1 gauge sectors. In such models, certain D-brane
instantons (wrapped on the same internal cycles as the gauge D-branes) admit the inter-
pretation of gauge theory instantons. In many examples, the non-perturbative effects in
4d N = 1 gauge theories are ensured, by R-symmetry and holomorphy, to arise only at the
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1-instanton level. In these models, such macroscopic considerations forbid the contribu-
tion from multiwrapped instantons. In this section we take a small detour to understand
microscopically the absence of multiwrapped instantons, emphasizing the key differences
with previous systems where they are present.

We focus on a prototypical example where the non-perturbative effect is an ADS
superpotential for Nf = Nc − 1 SQCD [83]. Its derivation from D-brane instanton physics
has been discussed e.g. in [86], however assuming (rather than deriving) the absence of
multiwrapped instanton contributions. For our purposes, it will be enough to consider the
Nc = 1 analog of the above ADS superpotential, generated by a D-brane instanton on top
of a single 4d gauge D-brane, see [84] for a detailed analysis.

For concreteness we consider type IIA on a deformed conifold geometry X, with a
D6-brane wrapped on S3, whose non-perturbative effects can be computed from a T-dual
type IIB on X ×S1, with a D5-brane on S3 and located at a point in S1. Namely the sum
over D2-brane instantons on S3 maps to a one-loop diagram of D3-brane particles running
in a loop with momentum on S1. As in previous systems, the D3-brane particle momentum
maps to the T-dual D2-brane instanton number. We need to show that due to the presence
of the D5-brane, the 4d N = 1 superpotential arises only from D3-brane particles with zero
momentum on S1. This follows from looking at the fermion zero modes on the D3-brane
particle worldline, which can be obtained from the open string spectrum. In the D3-D3
open string sector there are four fermion zero modes θα, τ α̇, and in the D3-D5 sector
there are one complex bosonic mode bα̇ and two fermionic zero modes βα̇, βα̇. D3-brane
particles with zero momentum on S1 have a quantum wavefunction which is constant on
S1, and interact with the localized D5-brane. This is reflected by a non-vanishing worldline
coupling involving the D3-D5 zero modes of the form

SD3 ferm. = τ α̇ ( bα̇β + bα̇ β ) (6.7)

This lifts all fermion modes except the two fermion zero modes θα, and allows the D-
branes to contribute to the superpotential. For D3-branes with non-zero momentum, their
interaction with the localized D5-brane is weighted by the average of their wavefunctions
at the D5-brane location, namely ∫

dx0 e
ik(x−x0) = 0 (6.8)

The D3-D5 couplings are absent and the D3-branes have too many fermion zero modes to
contribute to the superpotential. An identical argument can be run in the more general
case of configurations realizing Nf = Nc − 1 SQCD, with Nc D5-branes on S3, and Nf

D5-branes on a dual 3-cycle. Hence we recover a result consistent with the expectation
from gauge theory instanton physics.

6.3 Introduction of orientifold planes

In this section we consider reducing to 4d N = 1 by an orientifold quotient. The main ef-
fect of such orientifolds is that they can project out certain fermion zero modes of D-brane
instantons, allowing them to contribute to the superpotential. For instance for D1-brane
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instantons, this would correspond to wrapping them on holomorphic curves of RP2 topol-
ogy. Clearly a systematic computation of such 4d N = 1 superpotentials would require
a formulation of topological string in orientifold models (dubbed real topological string).
Recent progress in this field (see e.g. [97–101]) holds the promise of such applications, al-
though the connection of the real topological strings to the physical orientifold theories is
not fully understood. However, the existence of a GV interpretation for real topological
string amplitudes almost guarantees the applicability of some N = 2 lessons to N = 1.
Here we show that the particular lesson of relating D-brane instantons to D-brane particle
loops by T-duality, and threshold bound states to multi-instanton processes, survives in
N = 1 orientifold theories, and explains the continuity of non-perturbative N = 1 super-
potentials through threshold walls. This should be related to the continuity of unoriented
GV invariants for the real topological string.

In fact, despite the reduced supersymmetry, the discussion is straightforward. For
concreteness we focus on the explicit example of threshold wall crossing for the D-brane in-
stanton contributing to the superpotential in the orientifolded X4 geometry in section 2.2.
Following the logic in section 3.3, the continuity of the superpotential is ultimately related
to the existence of a threshold bound state in the 2-particle quantum mechanics corre-
sponding to the quiver in figure 1b. The vanishing of the scalar potential is described by
the same equations (3.3), and there is similarly a single 2-particle BPS bound state (with
only two fermion zero modes, due to the absence of the modes θ̃2 in the quiver quantum
mechanics). As in the N = 2 case, this threshold bound state ’explains’ the conspiracies of
multi-instanton processes required to reconstruct the non-perturbative superpotential at
the wall. It is straightforward to generalize the discussion to many other examples.

Notice that before the c-map, the orientifold planes span only three space-time dimen-
sions, and break 4d Poincare invariance. In contrast to the usual N = 1 supersymmetry
preserved by space-time filling O-planes, these configurations present a special “N = 1”
superalgebra which admits BPS particles. Upon T-duality, the O-planes will fill the whole
space-time, and the BPS particles will become instantons of a usual N = 1 theory in a
perfectly consistent way.

7 More general D-branes charges

The computation of non-perturbative effects from D-brane instantons with general charges
is an important question, with much recent progress, see [33–35, 87], yet with open ques-
tions. In this section we consider the extent to which topological strings, can describe
effects from general D-brane instantons, beyond the D1/D(-1) sector. We suggest some
interesting connections, supporting the idea that the topological string underlies the con-
tinuity of non-perturbative effects across general lines of marginal stability (and thus also
the wall crossing formula in [20]), beyond those in section 3.4.

7.1 D6-brane charge in topological strings

We have repeatedly mentioned that the topological string only includes effects from the
sector of D2/D0-brane charge. However there is a trick [62, 63] that allows to consider more
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general configurations describing bound states of one D6-brane with induced D2/D0-brane
charges, as we review following [63].

The basic idea is to consider a new kind of state in M-theory on X × S1 × S̃1, given
by a KK monopole, described as a Taub-NUT (TN) geometry K4 with R3 base filling
the (euclidianized) 3d Minkowski directions, and circle fiber along S̃1. In the presence of
such object, we have M-theory on X × S1 ×K4, where K4 asymptotes to S̃1 ×M3 but is
topologically R4. One considers this geometry, in the presence of a second-quantized gas
of spinning particles from M2-branes wrapped on holomorphic cycles of X. The relation
comes from two possible type IIA reductions of this configuration.

• First, by shrinking S1, one recovers type IIA theory on X ×K4, which topologically
is X ×R4. The M2-branes become D2-branes, with momentum along S1 becoming
D0-brane charge, and with momentum along S̃1 giving angular momentum of this
D2/D0-brane particle. The result is a partition function of a second quantized system
of D2/D0-brane particles, namely

Z ′top. = exp F ′top (7.1)

where, using the GV interpretation, F ′top is the topological string free energy without
the contribution from the constant maps. Note that this quantity is determined in
terms of the GV invariants.

• Reducing instead along S̃1, one obtains type IIA on X × S1. The TN geometry
becomes a D6-brane wrapped on X × S1, bound to a set of D2-branes (from the
M2-branes) and D0-branes (from momentum along S1).8 This yields the partition
function of the world-volume theory on a D6-brane wrapped on X, bound with D2
on the class k ∈ H2(X,Z) and q0 units of D0 charge, normalized to the partition
function of a pure D6-brane with no induced charges, essentially [103]

Z ′top. =
∑
k,q0

Nk,q0 e
λ( q0+taka ) (7.2)

The multiplicities Nk,q0 count the BPS groundstates of the D6/D2/D0 system and
suffer wall crossing. In a particular chamber in moduli space they are given by the
mathematical Donaldson-Thomas (DT) invariants [64].

The above argument is usually interpreted as relating the topological string on X with
the number of BPS groundstates of the D6/D2/D0-theory on X. In such terms, the relation
can only hold in a particular chamber in moduli space, since the index of BPS D6/D2/D0-
particle suffers wall crossing while the GV invariants do not. On this chamber, which we
refer to as topological chamber, the equality between (7.1) and (7.2) provides a rigorous
relation between the mathematical DT and the GV invariants, which we exploit below.
Nevertheless, in the following sections we argue the existence of a (to our knowledge, new)

8Inclusion of D4-brane charge can be attempted by using monodromies of the NSNS B-field, at least

modulo wall crossing phenomena in this process. Given these subtleties, we focus our discussion on subsets

of states with no D4-brane charge.
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universal relation, valid throughout moduli space, and deeply related to the interpretation
of the topological string as computing non-perturbative D-brane instanton effects, which
are continuous upon wall crossing.

7.2 D5/D1/D(-1)-instanton wall crossing and topological strings

The key observation is that the M-theory 9-11 flip actually relates the GV topological
string with a D6/D2/D0-brane on X×S1, namely with a 3d compactification of the system
of 4d D6/D2/D0-brane particles. Moreover the D6-brane worldvolume theory is second-
quantized in the argument, suggesting that we actually describe it as a first-quantized
BPS D6/D2/D0-brane particle running along the S1 in a one-loop Schwinger diagram.
Using our by now familiar c-map, the 9-11 flip of the GV topological string is actually
computing non-perturbative D5/D1/D(-1)-brane instanton effects in a T-dual 4d type IIB
on X. Computations of these effects are discussed in section 7.3.

This observation has several important (and closely related) implications regarding
wall crossing:

• Since D5/D1/D(-1)-brane instanton effects in IIB are computed by the GV topolog-
ical string (via the 9-11 flip), they are continuous throughout moduli space. Namely
are continuous across walls of marginal stability of the underlying D-brane instantons.

• The index of BPS D6/D2/D0-brane 4d particles jumps across walls of marginal sta-
bility, but their non-perturbative effects upon S1 compactification to 3d must be
continuous (being determined by GV invariants). This is possible only due to the
mechanism in [10] and the wall crossing formulas of [20]. The connection between D-
brane instanton effects and the topological string connection implies these relations,
in that it leads to manifestly continuous non-perturbative effects.

• Beyond the well-known relation between GV invariants and the index of 4d BPS
D6/D2/D0-particle states in the topological chamber (where the latter are given by
DT invariants), we claim that there is a precise relation between GV invariants and
the index of 4d BPS D6/D2/D0-particle states throughout moduli space. In any given
chamber, the 3d non-perturbative effects from the 4d particles on S1 must reproduce
the GV topological string partition function as described in the 9-11 flip argument.
Conversely, the D6/D2/D0 indices in the different chambers could be generated by
expanding the GV partition function in different basis of instantons (corresponding
to those descending from the different sets of BPS particles in the 4d lift).

This extended relation is to the best of our knowledge new. It would be very interesting
to work this out explicitly in examples where the DT invariants are known throughout
moduli space, e.g. [91, 92].

7.3 Computation of D5/D1/D(-1)-instanton effects

In this section we describe more quantitatively the non-perturbative D5/D1/D(-1)-brane
instanton corrections to the IIB hypermultiplet metric. The preliminary conclusion is
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that the physical interpretation of Z ′top in terms of D5/D1/D(-1)-instantons is limited
by the present ability to describe quaternionic Kahler metrics, and allows the inclusion
of non-perturbative effects in a certain linear approximation. In the topological string
chamber, where the BPS multiplicites are the mathematical DT invariants, the linear
approximation corresponds to truncation onto single-instanton processes. As one moves
to other chambers, however, the linear approximation contains information from certain
multi-instanton processes as well.

A second limitation concerns the sector of charge under consideration. The topological
string allows to describe arbitrary bound states of D2/D0-branes with one D6-brane, but
it does not allow the inclusion of anti-D2 brane states. Therefore the results in this section
are restricted to (potentially multi-) instanton processes with total charge corresponding
to one D6-brane and to positive D2/D0-brane charge. A more complete description thus
remains as an open question.

The discussion of non-perturbative effects from D-brane instantons with mutually non-
local charges has been considered in [33, 87]. Since the instantons break too many isometries
of hypermultiplet moduli space, the description of the metric requires a twistor formalism,
which provides the basis of our coming discussion. Sketchily (see references for details),
the construction of the quaternionic Kahler metric on the hypermultiplet moduli spaceM
is encoded in a contact structure on its twistor space Z, which is a P1 fibration over M.
The twistor space can be covered by open sets, which are locally flat when expressed in the
so-called Darboux coordinates. The contact structure specifies the set of transition func-
tions (contact transformations) between Darboux coordinates in different patches. All the
information is encoded in a set of holomorphic functions, subject to some contraints. For
cases with enough isometries, one of these functions called the contact potential becomes
the N = 2 tensor potential mentioned in section 4.

The perturbative moduli space metric is recovered from a twistor space with three
patches. The correction to the metric from brane instantons can be implemented by the
introduction of additional patches in the twistor space, with the corresponding contact
transformations. In the linear approximation, where instanton effects are considered a
small deformation of the structure of the perturbative theory, the information is encoded
in a single holomorphic transition function, which for D-brane instantons with mutually
local charges is of the form [33]

Glocal =
1

(2π)2

∑
kΛ

nkΛ
Li2

(
e−2πi kΛξ

Λ
)

(7.3)

where kΛ denote the instanton integer charges, and ξΛ are the moduli, so the exponent
reproduces the instanton central charge.

A particular case of the above formula has already appeared in (4.16), as the computa-
tion of the D2/D0-brane one-loop diagram, or D1/D(-1)-instanton non-perturbative effects.
There, k0 is the D1-brane worldvolume flux quantum, other ka label the 2-cycle homology
class, the multiplicities nkΛ

correspond to the corresponding genus zero GV invariants, and
the dilogarithm sums over wrapping numbers of such D1-branes.
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In the present situation, the topological string (via the 9-11 flip) dictates a simple gen-
eralization of this computation, namely a one-loop diagram of D6/D2/D0-brane particles.
These are simply added in the topological string description, so the result is

GD5/D1/D(−1) =
1

(2π)2

∑
k,q0

Nk,q0 Li2 (e l
ΛρΛ− kΛξ

Λ
) (7.4)

where the central charges of the different D-branes are displayed by introducing a symplectic
basis of electric and magnetic charges (kΛ, l

Λ), and moduli (ρΛ, ξ
Λ). This is precisely of the

form considered in [33] for the corrections from D-brane instantons with mutually non-local
charges, in the linear approximation mentioned above.

In the context [33], there was no clear interpretation for the D-brane multiplicities. In
our setup however, the multiplicities Nk,q0 have a clear interpretation as the 4d D6/D2/D0-
particle indices in the topological chamber, namely the mathematical DT-invariants. Given
the derivation of the above result from the 9-11 flip in M-theory, the sum runs over all
possible D2/D0-brane states, without inclusion of antibranes (as these are the states that
can be bound to a D6-brane in the topological chamber).

Nevertheless, our statement is that the above expression provides the correct non-
perturbative effects even if one moves to other chambers, even if some of these D6/D2/D0-
brane states disappear from the BPS spectrum. In order to illustrate the point, consider
a situation where a state γ disappears through a primitive wall crossing γ → γ1 + γ2.
Restricting to the relevant sector, on the stable side the contribution to (7.4) is

Nγ1 Li2(e−Zγ1 ) + Nγ2 Li2(e−Zγ2 ) + Nγ Li2(e−Zγ ) (7.5)

On the other side, the first two terms are still generated by γ1 and γ2. The last term cannot
be generated by γ since it is unstable. However it is simple to argue that it is generated
by a 2-instanton process involving both γ1 and γ2. This follows from the considering the
linear approximation to the wall crossing formula [20], as we explain.

Following the discussion in [33, 87] (inspired in [10]), the correction to the hypermul-
tiplet moduli space metric from a D-brane instanton with charge γ and BPS phase θγ is
described as a change in the contact structure of the twistor space Z. Denoting z a complex
coordinate on the P1 fiber of Z, the instanton introduces new patches, elongated along
the real lines (rays) `± where the phase arg z = ±θγ . The contact structure is encoded in
a transition function across `±, which is a symplectomorphism Uγ

Uγ = exp Li2 ( eγ) → exp Li2
(
e−2π Zγ

)
(7.6)

where the arrow indicates how the symplectomorphism is represented as a transition func-
tion as the exponential of the dilogarithm in (7.4). For mutually non-local D-brane instan-
ton charges, such symplectomorphisms do not commute, and form an algebra [20]

[eγ1 , eγ2 ] = (−1)〈γ1,γ2〉 〈γ1, γ2〉 eγ1+γ2 (7.7)

The contribution from summing over all instantons is associated to taking the products
of such symplectomorphisms, ordered according to the value of the BPS phase θγ (e.g.
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counterclockwise around the origin z = 0). As one moves in moduli space, the BPS phases
change and become aligned at walls or marginal stability, beyond which the ordering of the
aligned BPS states changes. The continuity of the moduli space metric requires that the
spectrum of BPS states jumps, such that the products over the BPS spectra is unchanged,∏

γ+

U
Ω+(γ+)
γ+ =

∏
γ−

U
Ω−(γ−)
γ− (7.8)

where the products run through BPS states with charges γ± on the sides of a wall, and
are ordered according to their BPS phase, and Ω denotes the BPS multiplicities in the
corresponding region.

Going back to our primitive crossing example, the wall crossing formula is

U
Nγ1
γ1 U

Nγ
γ U

Nγ2
γ2 = U

Nγ2
γ2 U

Nγ1
γ1 (7.9)

The linear approximation to the right hand side directly reproduces (7.5). The left hand
side reproduces it upon use of the Baker-Hausdorff-Campbell formula, and linearization,
with

Nγ = (−1)〈γ1,γ2〉 〈γ1, γ2〉 (7.10)

namely, the primitive wall crossing formula in [44]. The last contribution in (7.5) thus
arises as a linear piece from the combination of the two instantons γ1, γ2, as announced.

A similar application of the general wall crossing formula implies that the topological
string answer (7.4) is robust under wall crossing. This nicely dovetails the fact that the
result can be unambiguously expressed in terms of GV invariants (via their connection with
DT invariants). The amusing part is that the way in which different terms in (7.4) are
generated changes from chamber to chamber, and in particular can involve multi-instanton
effects. Our point, however, is that the topological string is clever enough to ignore all
microscopic complications and provide an answer automatically valid thoroughout moduli
space, at least for instanton processes in the charge sector under consideration. Although
the equality (7.8) is already known, we claim that, at least at the linear level, it is a
consequence of the fact that (7.4), (which computes the U ’s), is computed by the topological
string, which is manifestly robust across walls, as opposed to just some function of the GV
invariants that might otherwise change in form from chamber to chamber in the moduli
space. It would be interesting to extend this picture to other charge sectors, with multiple
D6-branes, or including anti-D2-brane charges.

8 Conclusions

In this work we have discussed the relation between the GV interpretation of the topological
string and 4d non-perturbative effects from D-brane instantons. This connection underlies
the continuity of non-perturbative effects through walls of BPS stability. The connection is
realized via compactification to 3d, and hence fits nicely with the physical interpretation of
the wall crossing formula in [20]. Along the way, we have made contact with the literature
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on computation of D-brane instantons effects in 4d N = 2 theories, and reproduced some
of those results in a computationally powerful way. In addition, we have also discussed
mechanisms to reduce supersymmetry to N = 1 and studied its wall crossing. Finally, we
have suggested a physical interpretation for the recently discussed non-perturbative effects
in matrix model instantons.

There are many open directions to be explored in future work. For instance, the sys-
tematic inclusion of all D-brane charges in the topological string, and a more detailed study
of the relation with the microscopic wall crossing formulation in terms of symplectomor-
phism in the twistor space Z.

On a more formal line, it would be interesting to understand the relation of universal
quantities (in the sense of being insensitive to wall crossing), like the hypermultiplet space
metric, with the universal category of holomorphic branes. In different chambers in moduli
space, one expects that a localization restricts the computation of the set of BPS states
in that region. The original definition in the universal category would however ensure the
universality of the result, and consequently encode the microscopic wall crossing properties
of the BPS spectrum.

Finally, it would be extremely interesting to develop additional tools to reduce su-
persymmetry to N = 1 while keeping the fantastic computational power of N = 2. We
suspect that the T-dual viewpoint in terms of a one-loop diagram of BPS particles could
provide such a powerful framework, and we expect it to lead to new insights into the
phenomenological applications of D-brane instantons.
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